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It is known that the symmetry of two-mode squeezed states is governed by the
group Sp(4) which is locally isomorphic to the 0( 3,2) de Sitter group. It is
shown that this complicated ten-parameter group can be regarded as a product
of two three-parameter Sp(2) groups. It is shown also that two coupled harmonic oscillators serve as a physical basis for the symmetry decomposition. It is
shown further that the concept of entropy is needed when one of the two modes
is not observed. The entropy is zero when the system is uncoupled. The system
reaches thermal equilibrium when the entropy becomes maximal.

I. INTRODUCTION
The symmetry of two-mode squeezed states is dictated by the 0(3,2) de Sitter group.*
Since the group O( 3,2) contains two O( 3,l) Lorentz groups, there is a temptation to interpret
the symmetry of squeezed states in terms of Lorentz transformations.’ On the other hand, the
physical correspondence between the 0(3,2) transformations and squeezed states is rather
remote.
In this article, we shall study the symmetry of two-mode squeezed states using two coupled
harmonic oscillators. The coupled oscillator problem occupies a very important place in physics. It provides a soluble model in many different branches of physics, including the Lee model
in quantum field theory,* the Bogoliubov transformation in superconductivity,3’4 the covariant
harmonic oscillator model for the parton picture,5’6 models in molecular physics,’ and twomode squeezed states of light.l*s-‘l We shall therefore study the coupled oscillator system in
detail. In so doing, we not only study symmetry properties of squeezed states of light but also
their implications for other branches of physics
The basic problem of coupled oscillators is to find a coordinate transformation which will
lead to two decoupled oscillators. We shall see in this article that this transformation is that of
the group Sp(2) which is locally isomorphic to the (2+ l)-dimensional Lorentz group.
For each oscillator, we can consider two-dimensional phase space consisting of space and
momentum variables. The group of linear homogeneous canonical transformations in this
phase space is also known to be Sp( 2). Mathematically speaking, this group is the same as the
group needed for decoupling of the oscillators. However, the physics of phase space is quite
different from that of decoupling the oscillators.
It is known that the symmetry of one-mode squeezed states is that of Sp( 2) corresponding
to phase-space symmetry of one of the oscillators. We shall see in this article that, in order to
understand the symmetry of two-mode squeezed states, we need an additional Sp (2) symmetry
describing the mode coupling. We shall see that the product of these two Sp(2) groups leads
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to a larger group 0( 3,2). This group has a much richer symmetry than either of the two Sp( 2)
groups alone.
We need this symmetry in order to fully understand the decoherence problem for twomode squeezed states arising from our failure to make measurement on one of the coupled
modes. We shall show in this article that our ignorance about one of the oscillators will lead to
an increase of entropy and uncertainty in the other oscillator. The entropy is minimum when
the oscillators are decoupled. The entropy is maximal when the coupling is maximal for the
example considered. Thermodynamic equilibrium is reached when the entropy is maximal.
In Sec. II, we study the symmetry of linear homogeneous canonical transformations in
classical mechanics. It is noted that their symmetry group Sp(4) is locally isomorphic to the
0(3,2) de Sitter group. In Sec. III, it is pointed out that the canonical transformations in
classical mechanics is directly applicable to Wigner phase-space distribution functions derivable from the Schrodinger wave functions. These canonical transformations correspond to
unitary transformations applicable to the Schrodinger wave function.
In Sec. IV, it is observed that the Sp(4) symmetry group can be constructed from two
Sp(2) groups. In Sec. V, the symmetry of two coupled oscillators is studied in detail. It is
shown that the decoupling procedure is the same as performing transformations in the Sp (2)
group. In Sec. VI, the symmetry of two-mode squeezed states is studied in detail. It is shown
that the symmetry of two-mode squeezed states is identical to that of two coupled oscillators.
In Sec. VII, we formulate coupled oscillators in terms of the Wigner function and density
matrix in order to study the effect of our ignorance about one of the oscillators relative to the
other. This ignorance is translated into entropy of the system. We show in Sec. VIII that the
thermal equilibrium is reached when the entropy takes its maximum value.
II. CANONICAL TRANSFORMATIONS

IN CLASSICAL MECHANICS

For a dynamical system consisting of two pairs of canonical variables x1, p1 and x2, p2, we
can introduce the four-dimensional coordinate system
(1)

Then the transformation

of the variables from vi to ci is canonical if
MJii=

J,

(2)

where

and
10

J=

0

10

0

0

01

-1

0

00’

0

-1

0

(3)

0I

For linear canonical transformations, we can work with the group of four-by-four real
satisfying the condition of Eq. (2). This group is called the four-dimensional symplectic group or Sp(4). While there are many physical applications of this group, we are
interested here in constructing the representations relevant to the study of two-mode squeezed
states.
matrices
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It is more convenient to discuss this group in terms of its generators G, defined as
Mze-iaG,

(4)

where G represents a set of purely imaginary four-by-four matrices. The symplectic condition
of Eq. (2) dictates that G be symmetric and anticommute with J or be antisymmetric and
commute with J.
In terms of the Pauli spin matrices and the two-by-two identity matrix, we can construct
the following four antisymmetric matrices which commute with J of Eq. (3):
J,=;(-1,

“d),

J2=$2

1)~

(5)
J3=;(

;),

-“,

Jo=;( :I

;).

The following six symmetric generators anticommute with J:

K~=;(;~z),

K2=;

oI),

(;

K3=-;

2)

(1,

(6)

and
Q,=;

( -ou3

z3),

Q2=;

These generators satisfy the commutation
[Jis Ji]

(;

;),

(;

-;,).

(7)

relations

=iEijkJk,

[ Ji, Kj ] = iEijkKk,

[Jit Jo] =O,

[J; 9Qi I= ieij&k 3

[Ki, Kil= EQi,Qil =-iE;jkJkt
[Ki, Jo]=iQi,

Q3=f

[Ki, Qil =iSijJo,

(8)

[Qi, Jo]=-iKi.

The group of homogeneous linear transformations with this closed set of generators is called
the symplectic group Sp (4). The antisymmetric matrices generate rotations while the symmetric matrices generate squeezes in the four-dimensional phase space. There are all together ten
generators, and Sp(4) is a ten-parameter group.
It is highly impractical to study physics with ten parameters. However, there are many
subgroups. Among the ten generators given in Eqs. (5), (6), and (7), Jo, K2, and Q, are
essentially two-by-two matrices. These matrices form a closed set of commutation relations for
a three-parameter Sp( 2)-like subgroup. For all practical purposes, the generators J2, Q, , and
Q3 are two-by-two matrices. They also generate an Sp(2)-like subgroup. According to the
commutation relations of Eq. (8)) the product of these two Sp( 2)-like subgroups leads to the
group Sp(4). We propose in this article to study the symmetry of Sp(4) in terms of these two
Sp (2) subgroups. When we take a product of two groups, we start from the generators of these
two groups and form a closed set of commutation relations. This process will in general lead to
additional generators. If there are no additional generators, the process is called either the
direct or semidirect product.
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It is known in the literature’* that this Sp(4) group is locally isomorphic to the 0( 3,2) de
Sitter or the (3+2)-dimensional
Lorentz group operating on three spacelike coordinates x,y,z,
and two timelike coordinates s and t. Jo generates rotations in the two-dimensional space of s
and r. J, , J2, and J3 generate rotations in the three-dimensional space of x, y, and z. K1 , K2, and
K3 are boost generators in the Minkowski space of x, y, z, and s. Boosts in the space of x, y, z,
and t are generated by Q, , Q2, and Q3.

Ill. CANONICAL AND UNITARY TRANSFORMATIONS

IN QUANTUM MECHANICS

It has been shown that the above set of generators can be written in terms of the differential
operators applicable to functions of x1, x2, pl , p2. ‘J’ The four rotation generators take the form
9
)I

9

(

J3=-;

Jo=

a

a

x1 apI-

a

-5

a

ax,

)

X*ap2-P*&

i

a

a

xl---pl~

(

-

apl

1

)

+

(

(9)

a
11

9

a

x2--P*dxq

*

ap2

11

The squeeze generators are

a
K*=-;

X1&--P

I

a

a
1

-

13-3

1

+

(

a

x*z-p*&

,
)I

(10)

Q2=-i

[(

Q3=-$

[ (x,~+x~-&)-(P~-&+P~&

2
)I

.

These generators are applicable to functions of the x and p variables in classical mechanics.
It is remarkable that these operators are also applicable to Wigner phase-space distribution
functions which depend on these space and momentum variables. It is important to note that
the Wigner function is constructed from the Schrodinger wave function.13 The above differential operators are the generators of homogenous linear canonical transformations in quantum
mechanics in the Wigner phase-space picture.
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It has been shown that each transformation applicable to the Wigner function can be
translated into a transformation of the Schrodinger wave function.’ Once the generators are
translated into the Schrodinger picture, the operators are now quadratic in x1,x2 and, their
derivatives. Then the rotation generators take the form

(11)
where aj and a! are the usual step-up and step-down operators. The squeeze generators are
k,=
k2= -!

4

-$ {a~af+ala,

-alai-a2a2}

{afaf-aalal+a~a,t-a2a2}

kj=t

,

,
(a~a~+a,a,},
(12)

fZ= -$ Cataf-alal--ajat+a2a2},

&=a

Q=

Catat+ala,+a~a~+a2a2},

--i {a~al--ala2}.

When these operators are applied to the Schrijdinger wave function, they generate unitary
transformations. As was observed by Dirac in 1963,8 they satisfy the commutation relations of
Eq. (8) for the ten-parameter 0( 3,2) group. The simplest way to understand this group is to
consider two (3 + 1 )-dimensional Lorentz groups generated by Ji and Ki and by Ji and Qi.
There are altogether nine generators in these two Lorentz groups. However, the product of
these two groups produces an additional generator Jo. Of course, the symmetry of two-mode
squeezed states can be interpreted in terms of the two Lorentz groups.’ However, we are
looking for a physical model having a more transparent connection with the two-mode
squeezed state.
IV. TWO DIFFERENT Sp(S)-LIKE SUBGROUPS
We have noted in Sec. II that there are two Sp(2)-like subgroups whose generators essentially form two-by-two matrices. One of them is generated by the reduced matrices
J2=;

(;

;j,

e,=f

(“d

-tl),

Q,=;

(;

-tJ

and the other by Jo, K2, and Q,. If we use the coordinate system of (x,,pl,x2,p2>,
matrices also take the reduced form
Jo=;(;

;j,

K2=$

o),

The above set of generators reflect the commutation
LB,, B,I=

-iA

[A32

41 =iB2,

Q2=f(;

(13)
these

fl).

(14)

[A3, B2] = -iB1

(15)

relations

for the Sp(2) group with
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B,=;

a3,

(16)

The generators given in Eqs. (13) and (14) reflect the fact that the above commutation
relations remain invariant when the B, and B2 operators undergo a change of sign, This tells
us how these two Sp(2)-like subgroups are different from each other mathematically.
We shall hereafter call the subgroup generated by Jo, K2, Q2 the Sp( 2) subgroup of the first
kind or Sp( 2) of the first kind, and that generated by J2, Q,, Qi Sp( 2) of the second kind.
Then, how are they different physically?
It is possible to perform canonical transformations on each of the two-dimensional phase
spaces (xi ,pl) and (x,,p,). It is clear from the expressions given in Eq. ( 14) that the Sp( 2)
subgroup of the first kind generates identical homogeneous linear canonical transformations on
both the first and second phase spaces. Clearly, this symmetry group is applicable to the system
with one oscillator, or to the one-mode squeezed state.i4
On the other hand, the Sp(2) subgroup of the second kind generates two-dimensional
transformations applicable to the (x1,x2) and (p1,p2) spaces. The signs are such that the
squeeze applicable to the momentum space is the inverse of the squeeze applicable to the
coordinate space. In order to see the physical implications of these transformation groups, we
shah study in Sec. V the symmetry of coupled harmonic oscillators.
In terms of 0(3,2) transformations, it is clear from the notations that Sp(2) of the first
kind consists of one rotation in the two-dimensional space of two timelike variables, and two
boosts along one spacelike direction and two timelike directions. The Sp(2) subgroup of the
first kind is locally isomorphic to the 0( 1,2) subgroup of 0( 3,2). The Sp( 2) subgroup of the
second kind corresponds to the 0( 2,l) group operating in the space of two spacelike coordinates and one timelike coordinate. It is clear from this space-time picture that there are three
Sp( 2) subgroups of the first kind whose generators are Jo, Ki, Qi, with i= 1,2,3. There are six
Sp (2) subgroups of the second kind generated by Ji, Kj , Kk, and by Ji, Qj , Qk .

V. SYMMETRIES OF COUPLED HARMONIC OSCILLATORS
We are interested in the physical basis for the Sp(2) group of the second kind. Let us
consider a system of two coupled oscillators. The Hamiltonian for this system is
;p:+--!-p$+A’x;+
I

B’x;+C’x,x2

,
I

where
A’>O,

B’>O,

4A’B’-C2>0.

By making scale changes of x1 and x2 to ( ml/m2) “4~1 and ( m2/ml) 1’4~2, respectively, it is
possible to make a canonical transformation of the above Hamiltonian to the form’2.‘5

H=&Cp:+p;l+;
C&+Bx;+Cx,xzh
with m=(m,m2)
mation

1’2. We can decouple this Hamiltonian

0y1=(
Y2

cos(cd2)

-sin(a/2)

sin( a/2)

cos(d2)

(18)

by making the coordinate transfor-

x1

I( 1’
x2
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where O”<CY( 180”. Under this rotation, the kinetic energy portion of the Hamiltonian in Eq.
( 18) remains invariant. Thus we can achieve the decoupling by diagonalizing the potential
energy. Indeed, the system becomes diagonal if the angle Q becomes
c
(20)

tana=B-A*
This diagonalization procedure is well-known.
We now introduce the new parameters K and n defined as
K=

exp( -27)

dm,

=

A+ B+ &AJzz2

B)~+@

(21)

in addition to the rotation angle a. In terms of this new set of variables, the Hamiltonian
be written as

H=& {qi+&l+cCe2qyi+e-2q&,

can

(22)

where y1 and y2 are defined in Eq. ( 19), and
cos(d2)
(23)

sin ( a/2 )
This form will be our starting point.
If we measure the coordinate variable in units of (mK) 1’4, and use (mK)-“4
momentum variables, the Hamiltonian takes the form
fj=z
where w =

@%.

eV(e-Tqf+eTyi)

+f

e-“(eqqi+e-“Y39

If v=O, the system becomes decoupled, and the Hamiltonian
Hz;

(P:+x;)

+;

(P:+&*

for the

(24)
becomes
(25)

In Sec. IX, we will be dealing with the problem of what happens when no observations are
made on the second coordinate. If the system is decoupled, as the above Hamiltonian indicates,
the physics in the first coordinate is solely dictated by the Hamiltonian
(26)
It is important to note that the Hamiltonian of Eq. (24) cannot be obtained from Eq. (25)
by canonical transformation. For this reason, the Hamiltonian of the form
H’=z

(e-qqf+ev$)

+g (eQ+e-9:)

may play a useful role in our discussion. This Hamiltonian can be transformed
decoupled form of Eq. (25) through a canonical transformation.
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Let us, now go to quantum mechanics. After quantization, the Hamiltonian H’ of Eq. (27)
becomes J,, of Eq. ( 11) which corresponds to the total number of photons.’ It is remarkable
that both H of Eq. (24) and H’ of Eq. (27) will lead to the same form of the Schrodinger wave
function. This allows us to study two-mode squeezed states using coupled oscillators. The
ground-state wave function of this oscillator system is
tclO(XlJ2)

expC--4(evyT+e-vy~)).

=
i

The wave function is separable in the y1 and y2 variables. However, for the variables x1 and x2,
the story is quite different. In order to attack this problem, let us write the wave function of Eq.
(28) in terms of xi and x2
@h9x2)=+exp[

-f

[ev(xl cos~-x2sin~)2+ee~(x,

sin;+x,cosg)‘]].

(29)

If q=O, this wave function becomes
$olrg(x* 9x2) =

expC-2x:+x3).
-i

For other values of r), the wave function of 3. (29) can be obtained from the above expression
by a unitary transformation generated by J2, Q3, and Q, of Eqs. ( 11) and ( 12). We should
then be able to write Eq. (29) as

CA m,m2(a,71)1Clm,(X1)~m2(x2),

(31)

m1m2

where r,6m(~) is the mth excited state wave function. The coefficients Amlm2(a,q) satisfy the
unitarity condition

c

IAm,m2(a,q)12= 1.

(32)

m1m2

It is possible to carry out a similar expansion in the case of excited states.
The question then is what lessons we can learn from the situation in which we are not able
to make measurements on the x2 variable. In order to study this problem, we use the density
matrix and the Wigner phase-space distribution function. We shall return to this question in
Sec. VII.

VI. SYMMETRIES OF TWO-MODE SQUEEZED STATES
We have seen in Sets. IV and V that the Sp(4) or 0( 3,2) symmetry can be understood in
terms of two Sp( 2) groups. The first one was for the symmetry of one-mode squeezed states,
and the second one for mode coupling. In this section, we shall see why these two symmetry
groups are needed for two-mode squeezed states.
There are, two typesAof two-photon cohcreni states of physical interest. One is the state
generated by J, , J2, and J3, and the other by Jo, KS, and Q3 .l’ The first set of generators satisfy
the commutation relations
. II
,.
[Ji, Jj] =iEijk Jk,
(33)
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which are identical to those for the three-dimensional rotation group or the group SU(2).
Therefore, we should call these two-photon states “rotated states.” A possible interferometer
based on rotated states has been discussed by YFrkT et al. l1 ~
Two-mode squeezed states are generated by Jo, K3, and Q3.9-11These operators satisfy the
commutation relations
[k3,

&] = -ijo,

[jo, kj] =i(j3,

[jo, fi,] = -ik3.

(34)

This set of commutation relations is identical to that of the Sp(2) group, which is locally
isomorphic to the (2 + 1 )-dimensional Lorentz group and to the group SU ( 1,l) . The interferometer based on the above set of generators is called the SU( 1,l) interferometer.”
If we combine the symmetries of the SU( 2)-rotated states and of the SU( 1, 1 > squeezed
state, the resulting symmetry will be that of the product of these two groups. Indeed, if we
attempt to form a closed set of commutation relations starting with the three generators of the
SU(2) group and the thcee g_ener$ors of ihe SU( 1,l) group, then four additional generators
are produced. They are K,, K2, Q,, and Q2 from the commutation relations
[k3, .I,] =ik2,

[k3,i2] = -ikl

(35)

and
,.

A

A

A

.

.

[Q3, Jll =iQ2, [Q3,JzI = -iQl.

(36)

These ten generators satisfy the commutation relations for the group Sp( 4) discussed in Sec. II.
We can therefore discuss the symmetry of squeezed states in term: of:he two Sp( 2) subgroups.
Let us now concentrate on the squeezed state generated by Jo, K3, and Q3. The ;ubgroup
generated by these operators is unitarily equivalent to that generated by Jo, K2, and Q2. As we
discussed in Sec. IV, this corresponds to the Sp(2) subgroup o[ the first kind. On the other
hand, among the generators of the above-mentioned subgroup, Q3 plays;he dominant role in
discussing physical applications. This operator, together with Q, and J2, generates another
Sp(2)-like subgroup. This corresponds to the Sp(2) subgroup of the second kind.
It is important to note that both subgroups are needed for a complete understanding of
two-mode squeezed states. While Sp( 2) of the lirst kind provides the language for constructing
instruments for observable effects, the Sp(2) subgroup of the second kind forms the basis for
decoupled states, or normal modes. Let us study the normal modes. There are three sets of
generators ,for \he S.( 2) subgrcup of the second kind. We have already discussed those generated by Jo, ,K3, ,Q3 and by Jo, K2, Q,. The third Sp( 2) subgroup of the second +d is
generated by Jo, K,, and Q,. It is remarkable that all the generators except K3 and Q3 are
separable. Furthermore, we can obtain purely one-mode operators by taking the linear combinations #?,iQ2)
and f(i2ztQJ).
Let us start with the set jo, K,, Q3, and consider j2. This rotation generator commutes
with jo. However, it will lead to the squeeze generators of the form

I9

W(O)=;

I(
+

af cos --al
2

8

(

e

8

8

8

e

sin af sin Z+af cos 2 )(
2)

aicosZ--a2sinT

8
)(

alsin~+a2cos~

)I

,
(37)

b(e)=-i

[( al

cos --ad
28

sin -8
2 I( a? sin -+a1
82
cos -6
21
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-

8

al cos--a2sinT
2
(

8

8

8
I(

alsin~+a2cos~

11

.

When &O, & 0) and Q( 0) become k3 and Q3, respectively. When 8= 90”, they become d,
and Q,, respectively. This corresponds to the rotation required to dezouple the system of
harmonic oscillators discussed in Sec. V. This rotation is generated by J2. The rotation angle
8 is related to the coupling angle a ofpec. V by 0=90”-a.
Let us next look at the generator J3. From the matrix form of J3 in Eq. (5)) it generates
rotations in opposite directions in the phase spaces for the first and second coordinates
cos(4/2)

-sin($/2)

0

0

sin($/2)

0

0

0

cos ( (b/2 )
0

cos(4/2)

sin(4/2)

0

0

-sin($/2)

cos(4/2)

(38)

According to this, al and a$ become ei4”af and e-@/‘a$, respectively. If we apply this transformation to the generators given in Eq. (37)) the result is the following most general form for
the squeeze generators:

sin -82 )( e-‘412afsin -28 + eN2a$~0s-28 1
&e,#) =i I( e- i41zafcos _82 _ e1Y2a~
+
(

8
8
ei+‘2al cos 5 - e’b’2a2sin 2

)(

ei4’2al sin i+e+i2a2

cost

,
)I
(39)

&e,+)

= -f

e-i412af ~0s ~-@/2a~

sing

-

e-i4/2at sin

i+ei4i2al

COS i
)

I(

I(

8

ei4/2a1cos --e
2
(

8

- i4/2 a2 sin -

2 I(

ei4’2al sin i+e-i+12a2 cos C

.
11

Since both j2 and j3 commute with .?,, the squeeze operators satisfy the commutation
relations

&WI
[km+), i?w,+)I= -Go, Voo,
PO,&w

=ib4+),

(40)

I= -i&e,f$),

which are identical to thos.5 given in Eq. (34): When 8= 4 =90”, the k and Q become - Q2 and
K2, respectively. Indeed, Jo, K(O,$), and Q( 0,$) constitute the most general form for the
generators of two-mode squeezed states. It is interesting to note that the set of commutation
relations given in Eq. (34) is a special case of this generalized form.
What we have donenabove is, the Euler-angle parameterization of the squee?e operators.
The squeeze operators K, and Q3 are invariant under rotations generated by J3. These are
rotated by j2 by the angle 8. They are then rotated by j3 by the angle 4. As in the case of the
three-dimensional rotation group, we expect to get all essential information by working out the
case for d=O. With this point in mind, we can now study the case where one of the two modes
is not observed, by working out the case for the coupled harmonic oscillators.
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VI. WIGNER FUNCTIONS AND DENSITY MATRICES
In Sets. V and VII, we have shown the connection between the symmetry of two-mode
squeezed states and coupled harmonic oscillators. We are now interested in the effect of one
mode when the other mode is not observed. In order to deal with this type of problem,
Feynman introduced the concept of the “rest of the universe.” According to Feynman,16 we
divide the universe into two parts when we do quantum mechanics-the system in which we
are interested and the rest of the universe. The two-mode system is the simplest example of
Feynman’s universe. If we observe only one mode, this is the part of the universe in which we
are interested. The other mode, which we do not observe, is the rest of the universe. We are
interested in the effect of the rest of the universe on the universe in which we are interested. In
order to approach this problem, we use density matrices and Wigner functions.
Indeed, the density matrix plays the essential role when we are not able to measure all the
variables in quantum mechanics.‘77’8 In the present case, we assume that we are not able to
measure the x2 coordinate. It is often more convenient to use the Wigner phase-space distribution function to study the density matrix, especially when we want to study the uncertainty
products in detai1.12’16
For two coordinate variables, the Wigner function is defined as12

The Wigner function corresponding to the wave function of Eq. (29) is

2
-e-11

pl cos t-p2

sin t

(

a

-eq
1

a2

p1 sin z+p2 cos y
(

.
11

(42)

If we do not make observations in the x2 space, the Wigner function becomes
mx,

,Pl) =

s

Wx,

,+;p,

,pdd+

dp;!.

(43)

The evaluation of the integral leads to

Wbl

,Pl> =

l/2

1
(1+sinh2nsin2a)

I

4

cash q -sinh

g cos a+cosh

This Wigner function gives an elliptic distribution
distribution gives the uncertainty product of
(Ax1)2(Apl)2=e(

PT
n+sinh 7 cos a 11 ’

(4.4)

in the phase space of x1 and p,. This

1+sinh2 7 sin2 a).

(45)

This expression becomes l/4 if the oscillator system becomes uncoupled with a = 0. Because xi
is coupled to x2, our ignorance about the x2 coordinate, in Feynman’s words, is the system in
which we are interested.
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Let us translate what we said above into the language of the density matrix. Since the
Wigner function is constructed from the density matrix, it is straightforward to show12
Tr[p]

= j

W(xl,p,)dxl

dpl

(46)

and
Tr[p2] =27r

s

W’(x, ,pl)dxl dpl.

(47)

If we compute these integrals, Tr ( p) = 1, as it should be for all pure and mixed states. On the
other hand, Tr(p2) becomes
Tr(p2)=1/(1+sinh2nsin2a)‘“,

(48)

which is in general less than one. This gives a measure of impurity and also the degree of the
effect of our ignorance on the system.in which we are interested.
If both xl and x2 are measured, the density matrix is

In terms of the expansion of the wave function given in Eq. (3 1)
/J(X1J2;4 &>=

C

w

C

(a,~)A~,,2(a,~)~m,(xl)~m2(X2)~~,(Xl)~~2(X2).

AmIm2

(50)

mlm2

If both variables are measured, this is a pure-state density matrix. On the other hand, if we do
not make any measurement in the x2 space, we have to construct the matrix p(x, ,x;) by taking
the trace over the x2 variable

p(xlJ;)=
s
p(x1,~2;4,x2)dx2.

(51)

Then the density matrix p (xi ,x; ) takes the form

p(x,,x;) = 1 C,,(a,q)~,(xl)~~(x;),
m,n

(52)

with C,,(a,r])
= ZkAmk(a,q)A$Ja,v).
The matrix
C,,(a,q)
is also called the density
matrix. The matrix Cm, is Hermitian and can therefore be diagonalized. If the diagonal elements are pm, the entropy of the system is defined as1’,18
SE-

C Pmln(pm)s
m

(53)

where the entropy S is measured in units of Boltzmann’s constant k.
In terms of the matrix C(a,v), the above expression can be written as
S= -Tr{Cln(

C)}

(54)

since the trace of a matrix is invariant under similarity or unitary transformations. It is known
that a linear canonical transformation on the Wigner function corresponds to a unitary transformation on the Schriidinger wave function.14 From Eqs. (50) and (52)) it is quite clear that
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this unitary transformation will lead to a unitary transformation on the density matrix C( a,~).
However, the trace will remain invariant. This allows us to perform canonical transformations
on the Wigner function without changing the entropy. Indeed, a linear canonical transformation on the Wigner function is an entropy-preserving transformation.
On the other hand, linear canonical transformations do not always leave the Hamiltonian
invariant. Let us go back to the first-particle Hamiltonian of Bq. (26). Its canonically transformed Hamiltonian

H;=; (e-T&+89$

(55)

does not commute with Hi of Eq. (26). Thus the density matrix commuting with Ht will not
commute with Hi. If the density matrix commutes with the Hamiltonian, the system is said to
be in thermal equilibrium. In the language of the Wigner function, the density matrix
commuting with H, will lead to a circular distribution in phase space, while that for the
squeezed Hamiltonian Hi leads to an elliptic distribution.
As we noted in Eqs. (24)) (27)) and (29)) it is possible to change simultaneously the scale
of both the momentum and position variables without changing the wave function. After the
scale expansion, the Hamiltonian of Eq. (26) will take the form

fq2g

(p;+X:).

(56)

This Hamiltonian will commute with Hi of Eq. (26), and will also commute with the density
matrix.
This radial scale change in phase space will preserve the circular distribution of the
Wigner function.lg
VIII. MAXIMUM ENTROPY AND THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM
There are many physical models based on coupled harmonic oscillators, such as the Lee
model in quantum field theory,’ the Bogoliubov transformation in superconductivity,374 twomode squeezed states of light,8V’S9*10
the covariant harmonic oscillator model for the parton
picture,6 and models in molecular physics.7 There are also models of current interest in which
one of the variables is not observed, including thermofield dynamics,20 two-mode squeezed
states,21’22the hadronic temperature,23 and the Barnett-Phoenix version of information theOl-jL24

In all of these cases, the mixing angle a is effectively 90”, and the mathematics becomes
much simpler. The Wigner function of Eq. (42) becomes

0 I
1 2

wqJ2;P,,P2)

=

;

1

exp -5 [e~(x,-x2)2+e-“(xl+x2)2+e-“(pl--p2)2+es(pl+p2>21

1.
(57)

If no measurements are taken in the x2 space, the Wigner function becomes
1
WXl ,p1) = rr cash 71exp
I
This form of the Wigner function has been extensively discussed in the literature for states in
thermal equilibrium.12*22 It is possible to define the temperature and calculate the entropy. This
Wigner function takes the form for the harmonic oscillator system in thermal equilibrium.12 In
this particular case, it is possible to compute the density matrix, the entropy, and the temperature for this system. The density matrix is diagonal and takes the form
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=

tanh2”(q/2)
cosh’(q/2)

cash q+ 1 ln( cash;+
2

1) -cc-h;-

GJrl)

6

(59)

m**

The entropy is
s=

1 ln( cash;--

1).

(60)

From the above expressions for the density matrix and entropy, it is possible to define the
temperature for this system, if we identify tanh2($2) as the Boltzmann factor e-“kT. Indeed,
in terms of the temperature, the entropy takes the form

‘=kT(exp(

1
l/kT)

- 1)

-ln(

1 -e-“kr).

(61)

This form of the entropy for the thermally excited oscillator state is well-known.
Here, we are able to calculate both the entropy and the temperature because the Wigner
function of Eq. (58) has a circular distribution which means that the density matrix is diagonal, and that the system is in thermal equilibrium. On the other hand, if we make a canonical
transformation on this Wigner function to an elliptic form, the corresponding density matrix
will not be diagonal and will not commute with the Hamiltonian. Nevertheless, as we noted in
Sec. VIII, the entropy will remain unchanged. This will enable us to calculate the entropy for
every Wigner function which can be brought to a circular form by canonical transformation.
We are now interested in computing the entropy corresponding to the Wigner function of
Eq. (44) with an arbitrary value of the mixing angle a. For simplicity, let us drop the
subscripts on x and p, and write the Wigner function of Eq. (44) as

m&P)=

cash r] - sinh q cos a+cosh q + sinh 77cos a

This Wigner function does not correspond to a system in thermal equilibrium because the
distribution in phase space is not circular. However, it is possible to calculate the entropy of the
system.
For this purely computational purpose, we can bring the above Wigner function into a
circular form through an entropy-preserving canonical transformation. Indeed, we can transform this elliptic form into a circular form by making a “squeeze” transformation which
replaces x by bx, and p by p/b, where
b=

cash v- sinh 7 cos a “4
cash q + sinh T cos a
*

(63)

This transformation corresponds to a unitary transformation on the density matrix. The transformation does not change the entropy. The Wigner function then becomes

W&P I=

($(l+sin~27jsin2a)J1’2exp(~(

,I+ZlIi.ia))*

(64)

The circular Wigner function of Eq. (58) leads to the entropy of Eq. (60). Thus, the
circular Wigner function of Eq. (64) should lead to the entropy
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l+sinh2~sin2a+l
2

S=J

-

In ’
I

l+sinh2qsin2a+l
2

l+sinh2r]sin2a-1
,,/l + sinh2 17sin2 a - 1
In ’
2
2
I
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I
(65)

This expression can be simplified to

It is clear from these forms that the entropy vanishes when a is zero. It is a monotonic
increasing function of a until it reaches 90”. At a=90”, the entropy is maximum, and the
system is in thermal equilibrium.
We have used the word “thermal equilibrium” to indicate that the density matrix commutes with the Hamiltonian. However, can we really measure the temperature with a thermometer? If the oscillator formalism is used for the distribution of photon numbers, the density
matrix and the Wigner function are for statistical distribution, and the temperature can be
measured. On the other hand, for an isolated system of two coupled oscillators, there are no
statistics. The temperature remains only as a conceptual quantity derivable from the case of
two-mode squeezed states. On the other hand, the entropy is applicable to both cases. It
measures our ignorance due to the loss of coherence.
IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have studied the symmetries of two-mode squeezed states in terms of two coupled
harmonic oscillators. It was noted that the full symmetry group Sp( 4) can’be decomposed into
two simpler groups. We studied the role of the coupling angle in detail. It has been observed
that the two-mode squeeze operators have the rotational symmetry which can be parameterized
by the Euler angles.
We have also studied in detail the question of what happens when one of the two modes is
not observed. When there is no coupling, nothing happens to the other oscillator. When the
coupling increases, the entropy on the other oscillator increases. The thermal equilibrium is
achieved when the entropy reaches the maximum value. This word carries its statistical meaning for the case of photon distributions in two-mode squeezed states. For an isolated system of
two coupled oscillators, there cannot be any statistical interpretation. We have to find a new
meaning from the lessons we learn from the case of squeezed states.
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